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Abstract— In this article is introduced a framework for
the development of reusable software components for Human
Robot Interaction (HRI): the Experimental Robotics Framework.
Normally human-robot interfaces are discarded as they stop
being useful and because of that lots of work put into those
architectures is lost. Our software plans to change that, and
provide a platform that will enable interfaces to be reused. While
most interfaces are static and 2D our interface uses a careful
selection of technology and libraries to make sure it stays updated
and free for a long time. We explain the architecture and design
rationale of the framework, and demonstrate it with some use
cases. The developed framework is available on-line with a LGPL
license.

Index Terms— OpenGL, GUI, Player, fast prototyping

I. INTRODUCTION

Normally human-robot interfaces are discardable and tech-
nologically limited (2D, static, closed source, etc) as they serve
only to a single experiment. The software described herein
plans to change that situation and provide a state-of-the-art
platform - 3D, dynamic, component based, open-source - that
will enable interfaces to be reused, improved over time by its
users.

In this article we explain the architecture and design ratio-
nale of that software - the Experimental Robotics Framework
(ERF) - and demonstrate it with some use cases. ERF is
not only about reusing components, it is also a platform for
creating and exploring new paradigms of interaction; joining
researchers from different domains, even from outside the
robotics world, and also from different robotics middle-ware
communities, to do their interaction experiments under a
common platform. We expect that this software will make it
easier to perceive how algorithms work by having a mix of
algorithms interacting with the environment, which can create
a fertile environment for creativity, learning and serendipities.
As way of measuring the adoption of the platform, the new
users already developed visualizations for the inner methods
of operation of the navigation algorithm VFH and new com-
ponents for visualizing point clouds.

This article is organized as follows. Section II presents
the related work. Section III describes the software platform.
Experiments demonstrating the concepts used in the article are
in V. Future improvements are suggested in Section VI. Final
remarks are given in Section VII.

II. RELATED WORK

Good practices in usability ensure the users have a good
experience with the HRI. Some articles discussing and evalu-
ating interfaces are [1]–[8]. The advantages of 3D interfaces
for controlling robots are discussed in [9].
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A taxonomy for categorizing human-robot interaction is
presented in [10]. Of the models available in this taxonomy
our model would be in the "one operator to multiple robots".
Both [11], [12] have developed 3D HRIs for interfacing of
a single user to multiple robots with support for motion
planning and robot trajectory generation for target tracking.
Their interfacing strategy is the following: first the operator
selects which robots to use, then the operator selects which
objects to be acted on, and finally the operator selects a task
to perform. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) to operate GPS-
enabled robots is described in [13]. They raise an interesting
issue: the problem of objects appearing twice if sensed by
different robots. To solve it they use heuristics to avoid
drawing the same object twice if observed by more than one
robot. The previous three references use the OpenGL User
Interface library (GLUI) for widgets and the OpenGL C++
Toolkit(GLT) for loading textures and object interaction or
"picking". In [14] are studied the conditions under which
the collaborative human involvement in shared HRI will not
jeopardize scalability of a network of robots. In our work this
issue is not handled as we consider that it is a concern of the
sensor proxy layer, that in our case is Player [15].

At present the modalities supported by ERF are mouse and
keys, and FSG based ones - like speech or text. Other GUI
solutions that also use multi-modality appeared on the fields
of teaching [16] and alternative interfaces for the handicapped
people [17].

Other fields that use HRI are the ones of Virtual Reality
(VR) and Augmented Reality (AR). Multi-robots teleoperation
using an intermediate functional representation of the real
remote world by means of VR are present in [18]–[22] A
VR-based operator interface was developed by NASA in [23]
to remotely control complex robotic mechanisms. The authors
concluded that VR interfaces can improve the operator situa-
tional awareness and provide valuable tools to help understand
and analyze the vehicle surroundings, and plan command
sequences.

Ar-Dev [24] is an AR application that superimpose graphics
of a robot sensor readings over a real-world environment in
real-time.

III. OVERVIEW OF THE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

ERF provides a shared library that contains a collection of
useful C++ classes (depicted in Fig.1) that enables user to
compose HRI applications by gluing components together. A
composed HRI application is defined in a XML configuration
which states what components get loaded into the framework.
A full picture of the layout of the working system is displayed
in Fig.2.

Next are described some important functionality blocks of
our platform.
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Fig. 1. A mind-map of the hierarchy of classes in ERF.
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Fig. 2. Layout of a composite application of ERF and the user interaction chain of responsibility (on the right).
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A. The Managers

These entities are responsible for the bookkeeping of struc-
tures they manage. They use reference counting techniques so
that duplicating instances are avoided whenever possible to
ensure a frugal resource management. Examples of this is the
sharing of access to a Player proxy by more than one plugin,
or the reuse of a single OpenGL display list to draw the same
object by multiple components. All Managers can be created
as singletons, which is a software design pattern that assures
they are unique and have lazy initiation (are only instantiated
once, in the first time they are called).

B. Multiple Robot Interfacing

Multiple robot interfacing is the ability to tele-operate one
or more robots (which are Player Clients) from a single HRI
instance. This feature raises a synchronicity issue: when to
check for new data on every remote robot without wasting
precious CPU cycles ? The obvious solution would be to run
all clients on a single thread and each time check for new data
on each proxy, on each client. Experience demonstrated that
this solution does not extend computationally to more than 3
robots, so a solution that extends to more robots was devised.
This solution is to make each Player Client run on its own
thread and each client signals the application whenever they
have new data on one of its proxies. The application can then
proceed to use the new acquired data to redraw the world.

C. Multiple Windows Display

ERF can have each component draw its data on separate
windows or combine them in a single window. A common
setup is to have a world window where everything is dis-
played, and separate windows for video cameras. From the
programmer point of view, the window is a container of
components. In order to draw the world, the components are
visited sequentially and each draws the data from their sensors.

When accessing multiple sensors from multiple robots the
data is produced at very fast rates. This drawing operation
would add up cause the blocking of the system. This problem
makes it far from optimal to draw asynchronously, i.e. every
time that new data arrives. To address this problem the drawing
of the windows is done synchronously, at fixed intervals and
only if there is new data to display. This interval by default
is 0.10s but it can be modified by the user. The option of
redrawing when the CPU is idle is also available. The window
also redraws whenever there is user input that changes the state
of the world.

D. Inter-Component Messaging

In order to remove code redundancies the components are
specialized in certain tasks e.g. the manager of zones that
comprises all the methods that can be applied to polygonal
zones. Components can query one another for information
or to execute some method. The queries are XML formatted
data, normally in the form of a question. This message is
passed through all components with the matching ID or
library name until a positive reply (error = 0) is reported.

The components reply to queries with both a XML message
and an error message - that reports problems (error < 0),
no problems (error = 0), or a component reserved report
message (error > 0).

An advantage of this approach to XML messaging is the
reuse of the XML API so it does not add to the overall
complexity of the framework. This approach is adequate for
rapid prototyping and communication of small structures, but
it is not appropriate for large data sets, like big matrices such
as images, which are better exchanged either sharing OpenGL
contexts or shared memory.

E. Awareness and Contexts in ERF

Awareness means to know something or to be aware of a
danger. There are two kinds of awareness that ERF provides,
the situational and the spatial. Situational awareness is im-
portant for robots to identify that a certain event is taking
place, normally based on the robot sensor data. An example
of this is a person entering the laser range and being tagged as
“person”, which will signal a spatial event. Spatial awareness
is important to identify certain places, like an elevator or
dangerous zones, like stairs. ERF makes this knowledge of
the world available for all the robots.

Due to the dynamical nature of ERF it is possible to load
components or send XML messages between components
when awareness events take place.

A concept that is fundamental for modelling and implement-
ing awareness is tagging. Tags are the way world entities are
identified so components use them. Components can query or
monitor the framework for the existence of Object3D with
specific tags - e.g. “is there any person ?” - and further take
actions on the Object3D, e.g. follow the “person”.

F. Component System

Components extend the functionality of the application and
are identified either by their library name or an unique id field
defined in the XML configuration file. As there is a clear and
simple interface for components, the development is possible
without the need to read and understand the source of the rest
of the composite application. Components are provided with
default configurations so that they can run out of the box,
imposing a minimal need to know their parameters. When the
application finalizes, the component states can be serialized
again to the configuration file. Components are free to do
anything, like adding widgets to the HRI, adding new entities
to the world, communicating with the Player server, accessing
other component data, etc. From the point of view of the
developer, components inherits from the base Plugin C++
class. Other abilities, like XML messaging or serialization
(saved) also need to be inherited from other base classes.

The component class can also contain extra information
provided by the author: the author e-mail, the web-page and
a description of the component.

During the component lifetime the following methods are
called if they are implemented :

1) initialize - is called after the windows are shown and
OpenGL contexts are created.
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2) run - is called at each iteration, the method will draw or
process data.

3) clean - is called just before the component is removed
from the framework.

G. Serialization

Serialization is the process of saving data structures to XML
so that they can be saved to disk or across the network,
so that the structures can be (re)loaded later. Serialization is
implemented by converting the C++ data to XML and back to
C++. The Serialization structure is also used to convert data
to XML so that it can be communicated between components.

H. Multi-modality Interaction

The inputs ERF supports are distincted by those that need
to be converted to finite state grammars (FSG) and those
who do not. Speech recognition, text input either scripted
or interactive, are in the class of FSG, while the GUI and
key-combinations do not need to be convert to FSG. All
components that must make use of one of these kind of inputs
must implement the rational of the interactions in their code.

I. GUI interaction with the 3D world

The GUI interaction involves three entities, the Event Han-
dler(EH), and the Object3D. The Event Handler is a entity
that can intercept the chain of input events in order to execute
methods. An Object3D is an entity in the world that is
clickable, and that can be an EH.

To make any C++ class an EH the developer only has to
inherit from the EH virtual base class. Then when it becomes
the AEH (normally because a user clicked it when no other
AEH was active) the input of the user are then redirected to
the AEH. From the information of the user input - keyboard
or mouse - the AEH can decide what actions to take. The
AEH knowns the type of Object3D clicked by looking at its
Tags, which can be either be attributes, names, etc.

An example of an interaction using the mouse is: pressing
the Left Mouse Button (LMB) to select a robot - which is both
an Object3D and EH - making him the Active Event
Handler (AEH) and then clicking on a person - that is just
an Object3D - delivers the event to the robot because the
robot is the AEH. The robot EH can then display a popup
with the options of actions that the robot can perform on the
clicked person. A simplified explanation of how interaction
is processed is demonstrated as the chain of responsibility
represented in the rightmost diagram of Fig.2.

J. Item Tree

The item tree shows a hierarchical tree of FLTK item, that
represent the loaded components, like the one depicted in
Fig.3. The branches of the tree are the components and the
leafs are their services and data. By clicking in each service, a
callback can be executed that performs an action, e.g. showing
a popup sub-menu of the component or give instructions to a
robot.

K. Simplified OpenGL
Some complex OpenGL tasks are made simpler using ERF,

like selecting objects in the world, drawing text and working
with textures, applying GLSL shaders to textures, accessing
the Frame Buffer Object (FBO) extension for rendering to
textures, 3d model loading, managing display lists, moving a
camera, etc.

1) 3D Model Loading: To better understand what the
entities in the robot world it is very helpful to represent
them close to their real appearance. The pragmatical approach
offered in ERF is to model the objects in a software that is
appropriate for 3D modelling such as Wings 3D [25] and load
an exported modeled model in the .obj [26] format into the
world.

2) GPU Kernel Filters: The process of kernel based filter-
ing consists of going through each pixel on an image and
performing some operation on that pixel that is related to
the values of neighbor pixels. These filters are coded in the
OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) which is a C inspired
language specialized for graphics processing. These filters can
then be applied not only to bitmap images but to robot world
maps (grayscale occupancy grids), as they can be casted as
textures and processed on the GPU. An API for loading GLSL
kernels and applying those kernels to textures is provided.

3) Camera: The provided camera has two view modes. A
top orthographic mode and a perspective projection mode. The
camera was idealized for mobile robotics, where we normally
view from the top to give commands and move around the
world. The center of the screen is common to both views, this
means that if the user moves the scene center while in top
view, and then switches to perspective view, the center of the
screen in perspective view is updated to the top view center.
The rationale is that the user uses the top view to navigate
quickly around the world and switches to the perspective view
to have a better understanding of what is in the center of the
view, and rotate around it.

IV. ERF CONFIGURATION FILES

Composing interactions has two major steps: 1) writing the
configuration files that describe the HRI composed application,
and 2) launching the application composer that will glue all
the components specified in the configuration file.

In order to expand our platform so that software developed
by third parties can expand the framework itself (not the
components) it is required that those extensions “teach” the
ERF XML parser how to parse their unique XML entities.

This is acomplished with a “addParser” xml element on
top of the configuration file. An example of this is the Player
Viewer 3d (PV3D) that “teaches” the XML parser how to
parse elements like the “handlers” element. When PV3D starts
it will load a set of plugins from the XML configuration file
and associate them with Player proxies in order to create the
final composite application.

To launch ERF the user has to specify one or more config-
uration files like:
$ erf ground.erf.xml laser.pv3d.xml sonar.pv3d.xml

There are two combinable approaches to write a PV3D
configuration file: in the first approach the user specifies what
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Fig. 3. Some generic components. On the right is the item tree that displays possible actions and data of the components. Notice the Latex formula with
the transparent background.

plugins are loaded and precisely what Player Devices they will
use; in the second approach the user provides device handlers.
The Device Handlers are masks of Player Devices that will
establish correspondence between a range of Player Devices
and PV3D plugins. This latter technique works by specifying a
mask using the syntax of a Player device, with the addition of
wild-cards in place of the driver name or interface index; for
selection of multiple devices - e.g. laser:sicklms200:*
which means all the devices with a laser interface, a specific
driver called sicklms200 and all possible indexes. The plugins
associated with the handler will be loaded if any devices with
that description are found; then the plugin information is added
to a final XML configuration file with all the plugins that are
going to be loaded. This concept is useful for example to load
plugins for a simulator world full of robots. In Fig. 4 is shown
a typical configuration file with handlers; the handler for the
laser device is further exposed in Fig. 5.

The handler approach can still not be enough for specific
experiments, so another option is to make the program output

a XML configuration file generated by the handlers. The user
can then further customize this configuration file for his needs.

ERF avoids the need for users to remember the syntax of
configuration files by providing relax-ng schemas for them.
This way the user can use real-time auto-completion and
validation using the Emacs editor in nXml mode. An example
of this feature is provided in a video on the MIARN site [27].

V. EXAMPLES OF COMPOSITE APPLICATIONS

This section demonstrates the composing of applications
from distinct fields in robotics. The examples are the fol-
lowing: a) Scene perception; b) Multi-robot tele-operation; c)
Mixing a real and a simulated world; d) Simulation of a camera
projection; e) Sparse 3D reconstruction visualization; f) kernel
filters in GLSL applied to images.

A. Example of scene perception

This example consists of representing the perception that a
robot has of the world, which is depicted in Fig.6.a. This task
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)
Fig. 6. Experiments from different robotics domains: a) Scene interpretation from laser data; b) multi-robot tele-operation; c) mixing simulation and a real
camera; d) a simulation of a camera; e) sparse 3d reconstruction; f) a tile of different kernels implemented in GLSL.
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<pv3d XMLns:pv3d="http://miarn.sf.net"
XMLns:xi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XInclude">

<handlers>
<playerClient host="localhost" port="6665"/>
<playerDeviceMask interface="laser">
<xi:include href="laser.pv3d.XML"/>

</playerDeviceMask>
</handlers>
<plugin library="libpv3d_lights"/>
<plugin library="libpv3d_ground"/>

</pv3d>

Fig. 4. A XML file describing the a composite application in PV3D.

<plugin library="libpv3d_laser" id="laser">
<playerDeviceMask host="localhost" port="6665"
interface="laser" index="0"/>
<parentNode interface="position2d" index="0"/>
<fillLaserCspace>1</fillLaserCspace>
<drawLaserCspace>1</drawLaserCspace>-->
<skinFile>skins/laser_sick.obj</skinFile>

</plugin>

Fig. 5. A XML file describing the visualization of a laser, notice that when
called from inside an handler the playerDeviceMask is replaced by the found
device information.

requires the visualization of a laser device, and two scene
interpretation components, one for people and another for
geometric features. Both scene interpretation components use
the Player Fiducial devices, that communicate the data of the
fiducials to the visualization component. These Player Scene
Interpretation plugins for Player were also developed by the
author of this article, in a previous project [28] and are also
on-line. Due to the reusable nature of the ERF framework
the components of this example can be combined with others,
like the tele-operation one, which would allow the robots to
navigate while perceiving the scene.

B. Example of tele-operation

In this example the HRI accesses three mobile robots in the
Stage simulator (it could also have been in the real world),
it is depicted in Fig.6.b. Each robot has either a laser or a
sonar sensor on top. Two robots have 3D models, the Nomad
and the Robchair ( a robotic wheelchair); the third robot only
shows the geometry of the robot that is also its collision
envelope. Note in this example the widget for position control,
which can establish limits to the velocities of the robot and
a joystick like interface to the robot, which is a customized
FLTK [29] widget. The position component also provides a
Event Handler for controlling the robot in the world, in
the form of a target. By dragging the target over the “ground”
Object3D it is possible to give a way-point for the robot to
navigate to (in position mode) or interface with the velocities
of the robot in a joystick like style (in velocity mode).

C. Example of mixing a real and a simulated world

Hardware-in-the-loop and human-in-the-loop are two pos-
sibilities for experimenting and debugging systems that are
possible by accessing either real or simulated devices and
combining them together under the same interface. This is
demonstrated in Fig.6.c where a real-world camera is operating
in a simulation environment.

D. Example of simulating a camera projection

In computer vision experiments is hard to work in ideal
conditions as cameras have distortion and are expensive. Sim-
ulation offers the advantage of working with perfect cameras,
not having to deal with noise. In OpenGL is possible to render
the content of a camera to a frame-buffer object (FBO). This
FBO result can then be applied to a texture as seen in Fig.6.d.

E. Example of sparse 3d reconstruction visualization

This example serves to demonstrate the visualization of 3d
reconstruction and camera ego-motion from sparse 2d features.
The results can be seen in Fig.6.e.

F. Example of kernel filters in GLSL

The result of application of different kernels to ERF logo
are depicted in Fig.6.f.

VI. FUTURE IMPROVEMENTS

The future improvements are:
• Create a component to draw and manipulate bezier curves

in OpenGL (useful for robot path planning).
• Create a component that is a run-time component editor,

a loader and can change the order the components are
visited.

• Explore the potential of the GPU in mobile robotics
applications that use grid maps. To explore the potential
of algorithms like Voronoi path planning, Vector Field
Histogram, etc.

• Allow for visual programming of components, like con-
necting outputs to inputs in a graphical manner, this will
need some sort of introspection from the components.

• Develop more computer vision components and interfaces
for exploring the possibilities offered by OpenCV.

• Integrate with the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) for
starting a robot simulator based on ERF.

• Develop components for integration with a cognitive
platform such as SOAR [30].

VII. CONCLUSION AND CONTRIBUTIONS

In this work is contributed an Open Source freely available
framework for developing Human Robot Interfaces - the
Experimental Robotics Framework (ERF). ERF provides a
common framework where a community of researchers can
share common interfaces and algorithms. Because the compo-
nent paradigm is simple to understand and very expandable
the chance their work gets exposed and continued by others
is greater.

The main features of ERF are:
1) Is multi: Multi-robot, multi-context, multi-modal, multi-

window;
2) The start of a package for computer vision using the

GPU already with kernel filters .
3) The approach to graphical user interfacing is abstracted

in a way that is very easy to the developers to create
interactions with the entities of the world.
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4) In the classroom this software can encourage learning
due to its interactivity, graphics, ease of use and Latex
formula display, which can even be used to present
algorithms in an interactive way.

5) Provides a wide selection of components, that can also
be used as templates for devising new ones. The com-
ponents range from generic ones to computer vision, to
mobile robotics;

6) World awareness is also modeled so that the framework
can react to world events by launching components that
handle particular situations.

With the availabily of this framework for free on the Internet
the process of designing 3D interactive GUIs for robotics
related sciences is now much more accessible to everybody.
The developed software is having wide acceptance and good
feedback by the Player robotics community. Because the
developed software is updated on a regular basis the reader
is invited to visit the site [27] for an updated version.
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